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Today, Growology Consulting and the Elevate Agency, two rising companies from opposite sides of the

business world, announced their collaborative plans to bring unique inspirations from professional sports

figures into company boardrooms, college campuses, and community organizations.

The Elevate Agency has made a name as an upcoming leader in sports management by providing full-

service representation to star professional basketball players, coaches, and athletic directors; while

Growology is a business consulting firm that focuses on delivering growth solutions to enterprise companies

with a motivational edge. They don’t exactly work in the same circles, but the two firms crossed paths in

2016 as Growology leveraged Elevate’s network to find keynote speakers for Growology clients. After a few

successful beta projects, the two companies saw the need to formally design a program that allows

Growology’s enterprise and higher education clients the opportunity to engage with Elevate’s client base of

professional sports figures for more than your typical keynote, but rather something much more innovative.

“We advise and teach our clients to dictate the terms before they are dictated upon us. Professional athletes

today are doing a better job taking advantage of their own market conditions by leveraging all possibilities.

Take The Ball family for example, who have sparked market competition through production and a non-

exclusive family brand” says Charles Misuraca, Principal-Founder of Elevate Agency. “Our clients feed off

of their disruptive business tenacity and ideas of market shake up” says Matt Tranguch, Growology CEO.

“Our original attraction to networks like Elevate, was that many athletes have remarkable stories of how

they got there and what it takes to compete at that level, which transfers into an inspirational keynote

session, now we’re adding the ability to talk business at a deeper level with them. Some of these folks have

been in dozens of multi-million dollar market changing deals, there are lessons for our clients there. We’re

tapping into that”, Tranguch adds.

The two companies say that each project will be customized to both the sports figure and the enterprise

client, however all projects will approach the client’s need by looking outside of the traditional monotony of

a celebrity meet and greet. “We’re excited about the upcoming projects, we haven’t seen this type of cross-

market integration before”, Tranguch says about the 2017-2018 plans.

Find out more at www.elevateagency.co and www.mygrowology.com
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